
7.2 Formation of the planets

7.2.1 Equilibrium condensation

Given a rough idea of how the solar system formed, the final question is how individual planets accreted
and how their layered structures formed.

In a gross sense it seems that the condensation temperature sequence for minerals explains the major fea-
ture of the solar system - the difference between terrestrial and outer planets:

The solar nebula was hot enough to vaporize all the material listed (> 1400° C) and may have been hotter.

As the nebula cools (as the world turns):

1) Theinner zone stays warm (>100° C) and onlyhigh temperature condensates form - giving the terres-
trial planets - high density planets.

2) Outer zone cools further, so both high-T and low-T materials condense into the outer - low density plan-
ets - with lots of ice,CH4, CO2 etc...

Thus,ratio of high-T to low-T condensates is higher in inner planets, which are then denser

the details of the process are complicated - and not well understood.

Even more complicated is the process that produced thedifferences between the terretrial planets.
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7.2.2 One model: homegeneous accretion

Assume that terrestrial planets consist of a mixture of

-chondritic material

-high-T condensates

Planets condense from material at low temperatures -no chemical zonation

Planet heats up due to:

1) kinetic energy of impacting bodies

2) radioactive decay of both short lived (early in history) Al-26, Pu-244, I-29, and long lived (U,T,K).

As planet heats up, chemical reactions take place, e.g.

Mg2SiO4 + Fe2SiO4 → 2MgSiO3 + 2FeO

2FeO+ C → 2Fe+ CO2

Such reactions allow iron to be released from silicates (reduced) and sink to form the core

core (picking up S on the way), while some of the volatiles (ie. COsub2, H2O, SO2) are lost into space

PREDICTION: The differences between planets will be due to the extent that this chemical process oper-
ated. Thisis thought to be related to size since the accretion heating, due to kinetic energy of impacts, will
be greatest for more massive planets. Thusthe larger planets will - retain less volatile S, including O which
is light, be more dense.

This appears to be true for Mars, Venus, and Earth, but not for Mercury: Mercury couldn’t be made of the
same material as the other three.
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In other words - the 3 zones are those predicted by a heterogenous accretion (condensation) model and
within the terrestrial planet zone accretion was homogeneous.


